GAME PLAN + NEXT STEPS

Our Next Steps:

- Event Materials (9/27 + 10/1) Posted on Website; Innovation Lab Result Analysis/Synthesis
- Focused Linking of Local Policy + Equity Goals within Enterprise’s Federal Policy Work
- Support City of LA with Seismic Retrofit Mandate through Multiple Strategies (Pursue a Pilot)
- Support CEA with Resilience Fund + Equitable Approach
- Continue to Connect/Engage with Partners/Multisector Network + Coalitions to Pursue Equitable Goals, Strategies, Including Resilience + Lessons from Today
- Continue Place-based Neighborhood Strategy

STAY INVOLVED + CONNECT WITH US! NATALIE ZAPPELLA | 213.787.8230 | NZAPPELLA@ENTERPRISECOMMUNITY.ORG
We believe, because it is true, that people are affected by their environment, by space and scale, by color and texture, by nature and beauty, that they can be uplifted, made to feel important.

JIM ROUSE | FOUNDER

THANK YOU